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INTRODUCTION

The problem statement is defined as to how business schools can win in the research race by focusing on regionalization in a globalized knowledge economy.

1. PLAN FOR THE ARTICLE

After analyzing the environments business schools are operating in, we introduce the regional-global model as the new organizational model for business schools playing leading roles in the global research economy. In order to illustrate the relevance of the organizational model, we use chaos theory as our theoretical framework. We focus on qualitative methods when interviewing professors from six leading business schools in China, Europe and the US. Secondary sources...
were also used in the data collection process. In the last part of the article, we discuss our findings of the research leading us to conclude that business schools can benefit from tailor making of research to the needs of business communities.

2. A DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT FOR BUSINESS SCHOOLS WITH A STRONGER FOCUS ON RESEARCH

In 2005, Bennis and O’Toole (2005) wrote their classical article “How Business Schools Lost Their Way” in times with economic growth and optimism. The article can be regarded as a critical analysis of business schools not being able to satisfy the needs of the business community, paying too much attention to research almost as a value of itself. Pfeffer and Fong (2002) came with similar crucial comments. However, the argumentation of Bennis and O’Toole (2005) was much more direct and probably had a greater influence on business practices.

However, we believe that these comments are not as relevant as they once were. The article of Bennis and O’Toole (2005) was written in the hay days of economic growth where it is relatively easy to win support for the argument that business interests, almost per definition, should be given first priority. The economic crisis from 2008 up until today makes the business environment far more complex and turbulent, leading to a stronger focus on research, as we argue in this article.

In conflict with the writing of Bennis and O’Toole (2005), we consider research as critical for satisfying the needs of the business world operating increasingly in a globalized knowledge economy. This means that it can be necessary to disregard and even to overturn existing knowledge (Kuhn, 1970). Creating new knowledge requires theory building and conceptualization, experimentation and testing. In accordance with the Plato’s school, the process of creating new knowledge also involves mistakes and dead ends (Lloyd, 1970). Of undergraduate and graduate programs, undergraduate programs are the most important, as they are more research-focused on a strong focal point on philosophy involving a broad approach from the academic community (Kant, 1798, 1992). Graduate programs can be more applied in the sense that practical experience becomes more important. We are of the opinion that this argument is still relevant for studies of business schools (Syvertsen, 2008).

Studies of regionalization have become a popular research approach in the last decades. Specialized production, close cooperation, personal contact and a strong culture can lead to the necessary degree of flexibility in geographic limited areas (Piore and Sabel, 1984; Cappechi, 1990).

In a business world of regionalization, the value of craftwork becomes an asset in itself, as it helps business school to offer tailor-made research to carefully targeted market segments (i.e., Boynton, 2000). Our research suggests that the elite business schools Harvard Business School, IESE Business School and China-Europe Business School manage to tailor make services to the business community with respect to research, for example, in financial advices, energy, real estate and shipping. In many ways, the idea of crafting is in accordance with the classical idea of market differentiation where business schools try to gain a premium price with a service that the business community regards as unique (Porter, 1985).

In order to better understand regional dynamics, scholars within economics and innovation systems are of the opinion that innovation research can explore multi-dimensional process more in detail, especially on the global scale (Binz et al., 2014; Bunnell and Coe, 2001; Carlsson, 2006). The previous neglect of multi scale interrelatedness has been criticized by Hassink et al. (2014) claiming that research has underestimated the complexity in business situations. We take a multiprocess approach by relating a regional approach to global challenges focusing on research using selected business schools as our empirical setting.

We built our reasoning based on research conducted by Drucker (1954), Handy (1992). Bartlett and Ghoshal (1995), and Syvertsen (2000), relating regionalization to operating on a small scale basis in a larger world.
Globalization is the other factor pushing business schools to become more research-focused, serving the clients better and paying attention to increased complexity and turbulence in the business world. This leads to a change in competition in a dynamic and in dynamic and unambiguous way. (Brandley et al., 2000), where flexibility may be the only option (Sennett, 2002).

Europe and the USA are in a stage of flux due to lack of sufficient economic growth, with few signs of hopes in the horizon. China represents there other side of the coin with solid economic growth in the last decades leading to a great degree of interest from foreign investors having a positive effect on the operation of business schools.

3. CLOSER DESCRIPTION OF OUR RESEARCH PROJECT ON BUSINESS SCHOOLS

3.1. Crisis at business schools

“The crisis of business schools can be caused by an increased tension between the “base” and “superstructure”, i.e. the ongoing work process and the structure established to manage them” (Mintzberg, 1989). By “base” we mean the business schools themselves, while by “superstructure” we mean “society”, in our context regions, nations and the global world surrounding the business schools.

The Brexit decision of 23rd of June 2016 and the election of Donald Trump as US president in November 2016 are signs that the business landscapes are changing dramatically in Europe and the US, having effects on business education and the ways to conduct research at business schools.

How regional initiatives using research has been of minor interest seen from an organization design framework. This is also the case for studies of business schools. This lack of attention may to some degree be caused by “blind spots” in the traditional research approach, which, in general, focuses more on the use of linearity of stable system than studies of organizations in a stage of flux. It might, therefore, be argued that the role of a regional approach has been underestimated, particularly when regionalization is linked to globalization when conducting studies of business schools.

We introduce the regional-global model for how business schools might organize their activities well aware that theoretical models are often not sufficient to describe challenges faced by business schools. Business decisions can be regarded as a result of analytical analysis, as well as an element of art in times of great degree of change (Mintzberg, 1990, i.e., Steward, 1997).

3.2. The use of theories in order to illustrate the regional-global organizational model

The objective of research is to investigate relationships that repeat themselves (see Dubin, 1969), for example, the tendency of business schools to become more research-focused in a regionalized world of globalization, as we claim in this research project.

Kuhn (1972) introduced the concept of paradigm shift in order to focus on the changes in thinking that can take place over time. He defines a paradigm as a “scientific umbrella” that might unify theories that can be contradictory. We try to combine traditional theories of business practices with chaos theory in studies of business schools as a new area of research.

3.3. The use of chaos theory

In order to make the theoretical focus in accordance with the changing times of the business world, we focus on chaos theory in this research project. Chaos theory is flexible enough, so, it can be used with a certain degree of justification in studies of business schools.

Chaos theory pays attention to the fact that reality might be seen as a function of complex, dynamic, non-linear and unpredictable systems. Chaos describes a situation where a system is dislodged from its steady state condition by triggering events. It involves regrouping of elements of a given system from which a new order eventually emerges (Fitzgerald and Eijnatten, 1998).
Complexity is related to the number and types of relations in a system (Rescher, 1998, p. 1). In case of a high degree of complexity, system behaviors will easily be perceived as being chaotic. The performance of a system is hard to explain based on how the various parts operate. From the moment of increased complexity in a system, subsequent expansion has a tendency to follow, i.e., complexity feeds on itself (Rescher, 1998, p. 6).

An edge of chaos exists when a system is in tenuous equilibrium. An analogy is borrowed from Waldrop (1992) explaining a pile of sand heaped on a table to the limit capacity. It implies a readiness for change, or “an edge of chaos” states in which the adhesive friction between the sand and grains are taxed to the limit of tolerability. It is when a system is in a state of chaos that it is most vulnerable to the butterfly effect, which states that small causes can have large effects (Lorentz, 1963). This metaphor explains that a butterfly in Amazon can, of course theoretically, cause a swelling ripple that, in turn, can lead to a gigantic dust storm in Texas. Small effects can have dramatic effects on research efforts at business schools, as we argue in this article.

3.4. A flexible research approach

Given the explorative way the research took place we had to use a flexible research approach. As the study processed, a similar process that outlined by Meyer et al. (1993, p. 68), whereby concepts and research methods were constantly rethought and updated following analysis and findings. Similarly, Hinings and Greenwood (1988, p. 99) argued that the researcher has to modify theoretical frameworks during the life of the project.

It has been recognized that the conventional research cycle conceptualization, design, measurement, analysis and reporting do not hold well in hyper-turbulent environments (Chiaburu, 2006), calling for more in-depth process research (Langley, 1999), as it is done in this research project.

An interpretive approach is regarded as suitable for the investigation of complex and poorly understood phenomena (Dixon et al., 2007), since such an approach implies that the researcher’s task is to “make sense of local actors’ activities” (Soulsby and Clark, 2007; Astley and Zammuto, 1992).

3.5. The choice of the sample

We wish to include business schools in the sample with an excellent reputation in the business community with a focus on regionalization. We focus on research within the sampled business schools.

We included the Chinese business schools China-Europe Business School and Fudan University/Fudan Business School, both located in Shanghai. In Europe, IESE Business School (Barcelona, Spain) and BI Norwegian School of Business (Oslo, Norway) were chosen. In the USA, Harvard Business School and the business school at the University of Wisconsin, Madison were elected after careful consideration and analysis.

Since the research on regionalization in a global context using business schools as the empirical setting is a new idea to our knowledge, we wished to get to grips as to how the business schools in the sample operate in general based on the concept of “thick descriptions” (Greetz, 1973) instead of aiming to go into details at this early research stage.

We chose the sample based on contacts with certain business schools, which can in this way be regarded as a convenience sample. This research is a result of dialogues with the professors for many decades, not only in questions regarding research, but also teaching and workshops in the academic community for decades.

In China, the author has contact with China-Europe Business School over many years. Contacts at Fudan University/Fudan Business School were established through the BI Norwegian Business School.

In Europe, the author has studied at both the BI Norwegian Business School and at IESE Business School in Barcelona. He has also studied at the business school of University of Wisconsin, Madison in the US. He came familiar with research con-
ducted at Harvard Business School through doctoral studies at IESE Business School in Barcelona in the years from 1994 until the year 2000. In fact, IESE was founded in 1958 as a Harvard initiative, both business schools laying strong emphasis on the case method both in research and teaching.

3.6. Data collection

We collected data through secondary sources and through personal interviews. The primary source was semi-structured interviews with professors from each of the business schools in the sample. Personal contact was used as a method, combined with secondary sources gaining benefits of triangulation in the data collection process (Jick, 1979).

We used principles from inductive research trying to make sense out of unstructured data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This way of conducting the research gave us the possibility to get in contact with rich empirical data helping to shed light on business schools as complex organizations in the global research community (i.e., Miles and Huberman, 1994).

The interviews with the professors, all experienced men passed 50, took place in an informal atmosphere, not always focusing on research in the first parts of the interviews as it was planned. The professors were allowed to select their preferences for topics as the conversation developed. This way of interviewing made it possible to let the professors talk themselves “warm” about their area of expertise and move to the next area when appropriate, in accordance with the writing of McCracken (1988).

Six sets of questions were addressed when we met or were in contact with the professors in the time period from 2010 until 2016. The interviews took place as often as possible mainly using social media and e-mail. Personal contact was also used when it was possible.

The questions addressed were: (1) news in the research field of the business school where they work, (2) the research of the professors, i.e., publications, teaching, talks with business people, etc. (3) changes in the professors area of specialization, (4) regional, national and global changes in culture, economics and politics that can affect research at the given business school, (5) changes in how the concept of regionalization was perceived in the professors, (6) which effects in the concept of globalization has had on given business schools.

3.7. Data analysis

As is typical in inductive research, we analyzed the data by, first, building case studies and, then, comparing findings across cases in order to construct a conceptual framework (Eisenhardt, 1989).

By cases we mean the six business schools in the sample combining interviews with professors with secondary sources in the data collection. The main insights were gained through interviews of the professors.

As a first step, we entered transcribed responses into a database indexed by case and interview number. Through the use of interviews, we noted differences and similarities between cases, i.e., business schools, but waited with further analysis until we had completed all case write-ups to maintain and develop a solid logic.

Once the individual case studies were complete, we used cross-case analysis, relying on methods suggested by Eisenhardt (1989) in order to develop conceptual insights. Since the literature in regional challenges at business schools in a globalized world is limited, it was difficult to draw on similar research formats.

We created tables and graphs to facilitate further comparisons and differences between cases used as targets of analysis in order to develop a theoretical logic. We took several breaks during the data analysis in order to refresh our thinking. The whole process took almost six years, leading to the insights that follow.

4. FINDINGS

The findings can be regarded as preliminary due to little research conducted using the regional-global model as a way to study business schools. Business schools have to a little extent been studied using chaos theory as a framework making a study of this kind interesting.
4.1. Introduction of the regional-global organizational model in studies of business schools – a global empirical study

In times with increased complexity and turbulence, we introduce the regional-global organizational model as a new model as to how business schools can organize their activities.

All six professors in the sample regarded the model as suitable for the challenges facing the business schools in the sample, however, a Norwegian professor found the regionalization “odd”, as he needed a better definition of what a region is. Through dialogue in the research process, we managed to reach a workable consensus.

We base our findings on the financial crisis setting in fall 2008 lasting so far into 2017, with few signs of optimism in the horizon. The conclusions are also based on historical studies.

Both Europe and the USA are based upon a capitalist tradition of private initiative and decentralized organizational solutions from the first industrialized revolution up to modern times (Taylor, 1911; Chandler, 1962; Weber, 1991, 1905). When the economy goes down, as has been the case in the last decade, both the business world and business schools suffer. In such a business environment, our study suggests that business schools must be brave and ask why they exist at all, as Coase (1937) did in his proactive article. The answer is, of course, to put the customer first as a requirement to compete in an ever changing business environment by focusing on research combining theory with business practices.

The conclusions of the European and US business schools are not clear-cut. In the US, Harvard Business School has managed to recover from the economic crisis starting in fall 2008 due to a strong reputation in the business community both in the USA and internationally. The crisis hit the business school at the University of Wisconsin much harder due to less funding as a state university. The business school has, in times of trouble, moved back to its roots going regional. Wisconsin, known as one of the nation’s leading dairy producers, particularly famous for production of cheese and bacon, became a natural domain for the business school. The contact with the large corporation Oscar Mayor has become even more important in the crisis years. Private financing of research project has also become more common. The green movement has influenced business practices in Wisconsin, leading to more research-based tourism also involving spiritual dimensions.

In Europe, the situation for IESE Business School in Barcelona (Spain) is similar to the situation for Harvard Business School with a strong research focus on the relationship with the business community. The research focus of IESE has become much stronger in the last decade, with a more global faculty and student body.

The BI Norwegian Business School was to a minor degree affected by the financial crisis from 2008 and later Norway as a nation was to a minor extent affected. High oil and gas prices had positive economic effects on the national economy when most other European countries suffered greatly in the economic recession. However, when the oil and gas prices fell dramatically in 2014, the Norwegian economy was under threat. It led to dramatic decreases in state incomes and negative by effected energy companies including shipping firms.

The BI Norwegian Business School has in the last decade become much more research-focused with a more global outlook, leading us to conclude that the school has managed to focus on research and building a good school known for their international publications.

Our research suggests that China represented the other side of the coin with a strong economic growth from 2010 until 2016, having positive effects on business schools. The Chinese economy has characteristics of the capitalist thinking, both historically and in the last decades with strong economic growth. The Chinese have a solid and proud history having business in the blood. Entrepreneurship becomes a requirement to win in the globalized knowledge economy, for example, in fire work and ship building, two industries where Chinese have been able to compete successfully globally since the 1970s.

However, capitalism in China is of another nature than in Europe and in North America, as the Confucian school of thought can be regarded as a candidate to explain the Chinese business success,
instead of looking at China through Western eyes that might lead to superficial insights.

Li (1991) holds that the main idea of Confucian managerial school is to control humans. Taking morality control as a core concept, Confucian managerial school not only admits external controlling standardized by etiquette, but also emphasizes internal factors of control. In the view of Confucianism, morality control enjoys a good controlling result as well.

In terms of modern business practices, Confucius focuses on the spiritual guide effect. Confucian business school is a concept that is very flexible compared to Western rigidity. It requests executives to introduce certain values into organizational members through their own conduct, making a conscious behavior coming from the heart, as a spiritual factor (Xianzhi et al., 2011).

The two sampled business schools have a quite different story in the last decades. China-Europe Business School can be regarded as a winner with strong research focus following the entrepreneurial opportunities both in China and globally carefully. Fudan Business School has traditionally followed political changes in China with a high degree of interest. In China today, a business approach can be regarded as more important leading us to conclude that China-Europe Business School is ahead of completion in China.

4.2. A more research focused research focus in the sampled business schools

Research is becoming more important in the sampled business schools in the time period from 2010 until 2016. The research project suggests that the business world needs more questions and more non-traditional answers to the challenges that they face. The six professors in the sample are of the opinion that is regarded as a requirement to publish internationally to be a part of the elite in business education, with a focus on publications in top journals such as Administrative Science Quarterly and Harvard Business Review. International publications lead to the fact that it is easier to conduct research-based teaching, often welcomed by students, particularly at the graduate levels.

Our research suggests that Chinese business schools are quite different from their counterparts in Europe and the USA due to better economic times. As more money can be spent on research, it gives the Chinese business schools opportunities to take favorable positions in the globalized knowledge economy. This leads to the fact that more Chinese firms are used as cases in international publications and in teaching. Such a focus should, in our opinion, be in accordance with the objectives of the Chinese government wishing the country to play a major role globally both in business and politics.

Excellent business schools try to fill the gap as entrepreneurial partners in the business community. The research suggests that the elite business schools, namely Harvard Business School, IESE Business School and China-Europe Business School, manage to fill this gap to a great extent being well aware that craft is thriving in many regions where the skills, judgement and experience of people are creating unique value for customers.

Harvard Business School is serving the Boston’s financial district with a great degree of intimacy in the relationships laying great emphasis on tailoring making of research efforts. IESE Business School in Barcelona (Spain), building its foundations on principles from the Catholic Church, is well known for a strong research focus, both when serving national and international clients. We believe that it is wise strategy that will play off handsomely also in the future. China-European Business School is proud of the Chinese history and uses Chinese firms as cases in the research. With more confidence as a result of good economic times, we believe that this tendency will continue, leading to positive effects on research and on economic performance of the business school.

4.3. Operationalization of the regional global model having a research focus on business schools

Respondents mentioned that a focus on technology and leadership could lead to research success at business schools both in the short run and in the long run, using elements from the regional-global organizational model as a frame of reference.
4.3.1. Technology

First class technology is necessary to be on top in research globally and also regionally. Good routines on operations are necessary to run a business school on a daily basis, illustrated through the daily life of the business schools in our sample.

Our findings suggest that change in routines through the use of technological knowledge is the main change agent in transformation processes, being more radical than simply stating that technology can make organizational practices more effective (Barney, 1986; Orlikowski, 2000; Szulanski, 2000).

This way of looking at technology means that changes can take place in the daily operation of business schools. To be more concrete, it means that technology can help business schools in their research efforts by making numerous small adjustments to facilitate technology implementation (Orlikowski, 2000).

4.3.2. Leadership

The business world is experiencing great changes calling for a need for strategizing the leadership role. This means that it is necessary to tailor make the leadership role in a more research-focused business environment much more global in nature than in the past, with a dual focus on regionalization, as it is argued in this research.

Leadership implementation often requires experimentation, using trial and error as means to find satisfactorily solutions (Thomke, 1998) in a world where it is often difficult to find optimal solutions (Mintzberg, 1990). This means that theory and practice must be seen as interrelated (Argyris and Schon, 1978; Schon, 1983) paying attention to the dual focus of business schools, trying to balance the two in order to serve the business community in the best possible way.

4.4. Limitation of the research project

At this early research stage, there are naturally a number of shortcomings when introducing the regional-global model of studies of business schools.

The sample is small involving six business schools, operating at three continents. Only six professors were interviewed, leading to a limited insight in spite of the fact that the conservations took place over a period of six years from 2010 until 2016. The professors interviewed are all men over 50 leading us to conclude that the danger of group thinking might exist (Janis, 1972). A more heterogeneous sample might have led to more conflicting and maybe also deeper conclusions.

CONCLUSION

We used six business schools located in China, Europe and the USA as our empirical setting as representatives of a dynamic, turbulent and changing knowledge economy. Our respondents were professors at six business schools giving us deep insights on the institutions they work for. In addition, secondary sources such as document analysis were used in order to investigate if the regional-globalized organizational model made sense in the sampled business firms.

Our problem statement was confirmed with certain modifications. Overall, the concept made sense for the business schools in the sample, as it was a new way of thinking on globalization issues. The use of the model must be regarded as gradual with a lot of trial and error on the way business schools choose to introduce it.

We believe that that it is the reason to believe that the complexity and the turbulence of the environment business schools operate in will increase in the future. In such environments, it can be argued that research will become more important.

In future publications on the regional-global model, using business schools as the empirical setting, more in-depth studies of the sampled schools can lead to more insights. A greater sample is welcome.
interviewing more professors, the administration, students, and, of course, executives from the business world. While our study is qualitative in nature, quantitative studies can shed new light on the operations of business schools.

Linking business schools to the ambidexterity organization is a candidate for future studies of business schools paying attention to the fact that research can aim at reaching the objectives both in the business community and as part of the larger political landscape.
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